Service innovations reportedly involve innovating intangible products, but this article argues for a more radical service-logic perspective that challenges the traditional, attribute-based view of innovation.
INTRODUCTION
Using only traditional product innovation theory, it remains difficult to understand how Google, just seven years after its founding, has achieved a valuation of billions of dollars and enjoys a market capitalization that surpasses a long list of business giants, including Coca-Cola Co., Honda Motor Company, and British Airways. Similarly, traditional marketing and strategy literature, with its focus on the transaction between the producer and a consumer, is ill-suited to explain the emerging pattern of Wikinomics 1 or Open Business Models, 2 for which the line between producer and consumer is not only blurring but vanishing. New types of innovations are changing the competitive landscape through new technology, such as high-speed Internet, powerful and cheap memory capacities, and mobile devices. For these new forms of innovation, traditional approaches lack explanatory power. Consider, for example, how a DVD movie rental company like Netflix could upstage the long-standing market leader Blockbuster, despite the latter's access to more advanced technologies, including TV-on-demand and Internet-TV. Using traditional innovation theory, it also is difficult to understand how the Swedish furniture retailer IKEA can consistently earn high profit margins by selling contemporary furniture at low prices or how free, quick-read newspapers such as 20 Minuten and Metro have disrupted the media industry in several European countries.
Quite simply, firms that focus on the distinction between products and services are shortchanging their own ability to innovate. We argue that service-logic innovation is a customer-oriented term and, as 3 and realize value actually presents the opportunity to manage discontinuous innovation better. More and more, offerings cannot be represented accurately by points on either end of a tangibility continuum.
Rather, offerings are complex mixes of concrete objects, rendered services, and customer participation.
For instance, when customers purchase new software for their computer, they may get a tangible product (CDs) to take home and install on their computer. But what they are truly buying is the ability to perform a new task or an existing task a new way. The installation CDs are replete with knowledge, encrypted with the capabilities of various service providers, which then require that the customer demonstrate the proficiency and willingness to liberate this stored knowledge. Value is realized, not released, because value is not for exchange but rather in use. The value-creating process is truly the co-creation of value among providers and customers. Offerings in the form of services and products are thus best viewed as "frozen activities," or tangible representations of relationships within a value-creating system. 5 Managers may perceive new opportunities with customers in two ways: They may be convinced that their proposed solution to an already recognized need is superior to existing options, or they may discover a way for customers to fulfill an unrecognized need. Recognizing substitutes for peoples' needs and problems is one view; looking for unoccupied market space in which latent needs remain unfulfilled is another. This distinction delineates the differences between "sustaining improvements," which attempt to displace existing offerings, and improvements that are "disruptive to the market," or invent an upward path. 6 Managers can think along these lines to gain insights into how customers make trade-offs across substitutes or alternatively transform latent needs into an appreciated value proposition. 7 Our perspective relies on a more robust inclusion of the customer viewpoint to classify, understand, and capitalize on innovation as part of an overall firm strategy. We do not, however, argue that previous work lacks merit. In fact, as will be evident shortly, we integrate much previous managerial discussion of innovation within our own framework. However, our more inclusive perspective supports the argument that managers require a far more detailed customer-side perspective of innovation. Our perspective and subsequent framework thus provide managers with a clear understanding of the possibilities for, and ultimately the impact of, innovating the customer's role to create value, altering how they integrate value, and reconfiguring their value networks.
From a strategic perspective, we focus on innovating the customer's role, that is, on novel ways to ensure customer value co-creation. The complexities of developing and managing products and services, partnering and supply chain issues, and competing effectively in markets are all part and parcel of the same global issue: What is so compelling about our firm's mix of offerings that makes customers want to get on board? How can we anticipate and assess alterations in customer roles, such that we can innovate our offerings? And finally, how can innovating customer roles alter the ways our firm needs to configure its value network?
A SERVICE-LOGIC-BASED VIEW OF INNOVATION
In our view, there is no distinct separation between production and consumption; they are instead best viewed as inexorably linked along a continuum of value creation. The production a firm and its network partners initially perform to create value-namely, preparing processes and resources to assist customers in pursuing their satisfaction-demands recognition. However, this value then needs to be supported and enhanced by the value co-creating activities of the customer. Customers alter their roles, improve their capabilities, and contribute their own resources to the process of creating value. Therefore, improving the integration of a customer's knowledge resources into value creation requires that the firm increase its own capabilities, those of its suppliers, and, most important, those of its customers. Normann and Ramirez capture this notion quite clearly: "The goal of business is not so much to make or do something of value for customers as it is to mobilize customers to take advantage of proffered density and create value for themselves." 8 The Apple Macintosh computer, bundled with desktop publishing software, illustrates this point, in that it allows customers to produce high-quality publications independently without the assistance of an advertising or design agency.
This example offers further evidence of the assertions that a firm can only create a value proposition; the customer must be involved for value co-creation to occur. In other words, value is not defined by a firm alone. Deployed in various ways, with various levels of customer co-design and co-production, a service-logic innovation likely will be valued differentially by different customers, 9 some of whom may even initially view an innovation as inferior to existing offerings. Understanding the reactions to servicelogic innovations thus requires an understanding of how customers co-create value by using a firm's offering.
Moreover, to meet the needs of increasingly empowered and knowledgeable customers, firms are beginning to realize that they cannot go it alone. Instead, they are tapping into complementary enterprises that surround the process of value creation. No single firm is capable of employing all the smart people that can help them fulfill their organizational goals. Chesbrough has termed this point, "the end of knowledge monopolies," such that firms now must "exploit this diffusion of knowledge, rather than ignore it." 10 Some misguided innovators still try to carry out all activities completely within their firm, only to realize that they are at significant strategic disadvantage relative to their competition.
Recognition of these trends warrants a reevaluation of the exchange paradigm, the view that two parties are on opposite sides of a value equation. Rather, managers should begin to adopt an interaction perspective, whereby producers and buyers converge in the creation of value. Open innovation systems exemplify the network collaboration necessary for firms to capitalize successfully on a breakthrough. Youtube.com, for example, creates value constellations of customers and is constantly transforming the way information gets shared.
These tasks-understanding the service that a customer requires from an offering, improving the integration of value with the customer, reconfiguring value constellations to exceed customer expectations, and continuously inventing new value propositions-form the core of the service-logic innovation.
In turn, innovations fuel the engine of organizational strategy and offer opportunities for competitive advantage.
SERVICE-LOGIC INNOVATION IN PRACTICE
To learn more about how firms are using novel service-logic innovation practices, we conducted research to address a fundamental, overarching question: What are the common denominators of servicelogic innovations? We collected 26 case studies (e.g., Netflix DVD rentals, blogging, IKEA, desktop publishing), all of which provide exemplars of how innovations can change the way customers co-create value (value-in-use criterion) and significantly affect market size, prices, revenues, or market shares (value-in-exchange criterion). Our research orientation remains exploratory, rather than confirmatory, and our unit of analysis was actual service-logic innovations rather than innovating firms, 12 because the catalyst for this type of case study design is "the need to create a framework." 13 Instead of trying to position service-logic innovations into mutually exclusive cells, our research enables us to search for emerging patterns. This approach overcomes the limitations of other methods related to evaluating innovation, in which "innovation is hampered by pattern frameworks that describe business models or services in 'one and one only' place they fall in a classification scheme." 14 The patterns we derive are sufficiently general, adaptable, and worthy of imitation that they can be reused. 15 After reviewing the selected cases, we developed a service-logic framework to evaluate these innovations. By moving back and forth between the cases and the framework, we found two predominant, interesting patterns.
First, each service-logic innovation changes at least one of customers' roles as users, payers, and buyers. 16 This typology applies to both individual and organizational customers, and depending on the context, the same person might perform all three roles (e.g., buying a bagel in a restaurant and eating it for breakfast) or perform unique roles (e.g., a mother buys a shirt for her son with the money his grandmother gave him for his birthday). In business markets, a manager might buy a computer for his or her own use and pay for it from his or her own budget. Alternatively, in the case of a major decision to acquire a fleet of computers, a buying center might be comprised of separate users, buyers, and payers.
Second, service-logic innovations are triggered by (1) embedding know-how into objects, (2) changing the integrators of resources, and (3) reconfiguring the value constellation, or combining any of these forces. Because our research is exploratory, we do not argue that other patterns do not exist; rather, we assert that our framework is generalizable with respect to how firms share knowledge, skills, and other resources with customers. 17 More specifically, our research shows the following:
• Embedding know-how and skills into products and applications can significantly change customers' value co-creation, especially when these customers need fewer skills to get the job done. This type of embedding results in smart offerings from firms.
• Service-logic innovation can be caused by a change in value integration, specifically, by changing the firm's and the customer's integrating roles. Co-creation integrates many different resources. Value integration can include everything from customers who are completely self-sufficient (integrate all resources) to customers who outsource everything possible (let firms integrate resources for them).
• Service-logic innovation often includes reconfiguring the value constellation. We use the term value constellation to describe the interplay among multiple actors and resources to cocreate value. In this regard, it goes beyond the traditional, linear concept of a value chain. 18 Innovations triggered by changes in a value constellation extend past a new product exchanged between one firm and its customers.
Based on these two patterns of change, the framework depicted in Figure 1 can be used to position any service-logic innovation into one or more of the nine cells, which are determined by changes in the customer's role and the firm's value creation. 
Service Logic Innovations Change of Customer Role

FIGURE 1 FRAMEWORK FOR CLASSIFYING SERVICE-LOGIC INNOVATIONS CHANGING CUSTOMER ROLES
As illustrated in Figure 1 , service-logic innovation can change any of the roles of customers as users, buyers, and payers. In traditional economic theory, the customer mainly represents the payer who uses money in a market exchange. In traditional marketing research, the customer becomes the buyer who makes choices. Both concepts correspond to the concept of value-in-exchange, which is based on the paradigm that value is produced independently of the end user and can be defined prior to consumption.
This traditional approach negates the new, empowered view of the customer as co-creator of value.
One example of a service-logic innovation that has changed customers' user role and a university's value integration comes from the University of Phoenix. It has altered the learning experiences of thousands of students, 19 even though it has not invented any new subjects or degrees (no "product" innovations). Rather, the University of Phoenix has changed users' roles dramatically because students can earn a degree at a pace they (rather than the university) define from anywhere in the world that offers online access. As Christensen and colleagues point out, the University of Phoenix differs from traditional universities because it offers less integrated value creation (cell 4 in Figure 1 ). 20 Our preceding discussion of a glucose monitoring system, in contrast, illustrates a change in the firm's value creation, because it brings a smart offering to the market that changes customers' user role (cell 1 in Figure 1 ).
Service-logic innovations also might alter customers' buying and paying processes. With Netflix, customers rent DVDs via the Internet and then receive them through the mail at their homes. In contrast, the traditional business model of Blockbuster and other rental stores required customers to drive to a store to select, obtain, and return videos or DVDs. Furthermore, Netflix has transcended the traditional model's rental time constraints, demonstrating a more complete understanding of customer use needs. In this way, though customers still rent and watch the films at home, the process they use to buy and pay for the service differs radically. And because Netflix substitutes postal mail for brick-and-mortar stores, it has created a different value constellation (cells 8 and 9 in Figure 1 ).
NEW WAYS TO CREATE VALUE WITH CUSTOMERS
Our case research also suggests three different patterns of service-logic innovations: creating smarter offerings, changing the integration of value, and reconfiguring the value constellation (see Figure   1 ). In this section, we explore each pattern more deeply and embellish them further with illustrative cases.
Creating Smart Offerings
Changing customer co-creation requires "smart offerings," 21 or more generally, services and products that contain more frozen knowledge. Transferring knowledge and skills into objects is especially important because it allows for economies of scale that cannot be achieved easily through direct applications or education and training. For example, the Industrial Revolution caused design and production knowledge to become "imprinted" on raw materials, which then are transformed into carriers of frozen knowledge. Running shoes are designed to restrict unhealthy movements, microwaves offer programs for optimal cooking, and postage machines calculate the costs of mailing a package on the basis of its weight and destination. After knowledge has been frozen into a tangible product, it can be multiplied more easily, which allows for economies of scale or, in other contexts, economies of scope. 22 Consequently, new smart offerings are not necessarily service innovations, according to a traditional definition of services (i.e., intangible, cannot be stored). But they are service-logic innovations, because they enable customers to co-create value very differently. Customers' value co-creation activities complement firms' co-creation activities, allowing the frozen knowledge to influence the resources that the customer will require. 23 A brief review of the automobile industry reveals several relevant innovations. Although the basic principles of cars have not changed much in the last century, the service-logic innovations are significant.
Automatic gears, cruise control, and global positioning systems are all examples of smart offerings that deskill the task of driving a car (cell 1 in Figure 1 ). Another example involves the data mining software applications that help managers make better decisions on the basis of factual information about customers, combined with model-based algorithms that turn the data into information and then into knowledge.
Changing the Integration of Value
The second type of service-logic innovation we uncovered relates to changes in value integration, specifically, in the firm's and the customer's integrating roles. Markets exist because of the specialization and division of labor, so the integration of knowledge resources must be part of any customer value cocreation. In other words, the question is not whether to integrate but who integrates what. 24 Because the customer is always a co-producer, value-creating activities naturally integrate knowledge resources according to the "conservation of integration," which holds that any given value-creation activity requires a certain amount of integration so the customer, as a co-creator of value, can integrate more or fewer resources as necessary. 25 The conservation of integration rule probably can be better understood in business markets than in consumer markets. In simplified terms, a company that integrates more resources is considered a solution provider, whereas one that engages in little integration is often a specialist.
For example, a company might choose to have all its mail-related activities performed by Pitney
Bowes, an integrated provider of mail services. Alternatively, the company could integrate more resources itself by using the United States Postal Service and other specialist providers. Pitney Bowes's mail-handling services change the role of the user within a company, but they also change the buyer role (deciding which parcel service to use gets delegated to Pitney Bowes) and the payer role (the fee is calculated by a service agreement rather than individual parcel postage). This service-logic innovation therefore fits into cells 4, 5, and 6 in Figure 1 .
Another value integration example comes from the Swedish furniture giant IKEA. The retailer enables customers to pay less for furniture but also encourages them to transport and then assemble the furniture themselves. Compared with a traditional furniture store, IKEA's business model is simultane-ously more and less integrative. It is more integrative in providing customers with a data-rich catalog describing all the furniture, which clearly changes the buyer role that the customer must undertake. However, IKEA also is less integrative because it does not provide extensive personal consulting, transportation, or assembly services automatically, which changes customers' roles as users (cells 4 and 6 in Figure   1 ).
Reconfiguring Value Constellations
The third type of service-logic innovations uncovered during our research features the reconfiguration of a "value constellation," or a value-creating system comprised of suppliers, partners, allies, and customers. A value constellation describes the interplay among market participants, or actors, and resources to co-create value. 26 Compared with a more traditional view, this perspective highlights two key differences. First, market exchange is not restricted to two parties but rather is open to many actors. Second, the idea of a linear value chain gets extended to more complex value constellations, previously referred to as "value stars." 27 The increasing relevance of value constellations versus firm-bounded value chains stems partially from the end of knowledge monopolies. 28 Our research shows that innovative value constellations fall into one of two categories. The more obvious ones are the many Internet-related applications. Less obvious are those that bring together economic actors by some means other than the Internet.
Google offers the most popular case of the Internet applications. By its very nature, a search engine links skills, know-how, information, and data. A search engine user co-creates value by entering search strings, and the quality of the search results depends largely on the user's ability to define his or her interest with appropriate keywords. Furthermore, Google's revenue model relies on context-specific links to paying companies. Another company (now owned by Google) also illustrates Internet-based value constellation: Youtube.com. 29 By involving customers in new user and payer roles, as well as a different value constellation, the site has created a service-logic innovation through which users evolve from simply sharing home videos to actually producing and disseminating short films, which means they can market their movies virally. Youtube also has shifted the paying process; people previously paid to convert and host video, whereas now the service is free and funded by advertising/subscription. The value constellation thus has shifted radically as a result of Internet-related applications that enable users to seek, share, and explore videos-tasks that once were perceived as arduous and usually limited only to family and friends (cells 7 and 8 in Figure 1 ).
Yet the bringing together of economic actors in innovative value constellations actually existed prior to the Internet age, such as the example of Mobility Car-Sharing. Originating in Europe and now growing in popularity in the United States, car sharing enables a number of people to share vehicle ac-cess. The success of this model demands significant innovation in the form of an altered relationship between the car user and the car. Mobility's success relies on the idea that cars are not considered substitutes for public transportation but rather complements. Users take trains to travel long distances, and then at the train station, they get in a reserved Mobility car to drive on to their final destination. Thus, the value constellation changes the user role. Furthermore, combined tickets for railroad passes and Mobility membership alter the payer role. With car sharing, a user pays a membership fee, gets a smartcard to access the car, books its use online, and pays an hourly/per kilometer rate to use the vehicles. This method alters the way people pay for auto-mobility because they are charged on a per usage basis rather than paying to "own it." Consequently, this arrangement also alters the buyer role, because the customer does not decide on a single car to purchase. Although an innovative value constellation drives the Mobility concept, built-in smart tools throughout the process are also critical. For example, GPS systems, electronic keys, remote reporting of distance driven, and other innovations enable the coordination of a growing fleet of cars. This innovation thereby reflects changes in cells 1, 2, 3, 7, 8, and 9 in Figure 1 .
HOW TO INNOVATE CUSTOMERS
The research and accompanying framework we use to analyze current service-logic innovations can help managers explore future innovations. For innovative businesses, the basic question should be simple: How can we improve customers' value co-creation? Our intent is not to offer a holistic innovation management approach; instead, we suggest a different perspective on scanning and interpreting business environments. As Day and Shoemaker find, 80% of senior executives agree that their "peripheral vision"
does not meet their needs, and 97% recognize that their companies lack any early warning system to prevent (potentially disruptive) surprises in the future. 30 In this sense, we are not offering a standard, linear recipe for creating innovations but rather a customer perspective as a starting point for exploration.
We can apply our approach using two different points of view. "Outside-in" service-logic innovation starts with changing customers' roles, which causes a change in the firm's value creation. In contrast, "inside-out" service-logic innovations start by changing the firm's value creation and then encourages a change in customers' roles. In the next two sections, we provide guidelines for how both forms of innovation might be stimulated.
How to Change Customer Roles: Outside-In Innovations
Firms can encourage outside-in service-logic innovation by changing customers' roles as users, payers, and buyers. In the paragraphs that follow, we provide strategies for and examples of stimulating this form of innovation.
Change the Role of the User. Firms can only make value propositions; the customer must interpret and co-create that value. 31 Therefore, an outside-in service-logic innovation proposes new ways for customers to solve their problems. Customer intelligence gathering must go beyond traditional surveys and focus groups to include more immersed and holistic perspectives that provide intimate observations of how customers co-create value. 32 One promising avenue asks why potential customers are not co-creating value with the firm. 33 For example, PetSmart, a retailer of pet foods and supplies, found out that potential "pet parents" faced numerous difficulties if they had a pet and wanted to travel, and these restrictions had limited the increasingly mobile members of the population from becoming pet parents. As a solution, the retailer's PetsHotels offer mobility to pet parents, who no longer have to bother their neighbors, family members, or friends for pet sitting.
Managers can also study the skills lacking among non-customers. Learning about these challenges could prompt firms to offer appropriate training opportunities, integrated services, or smart offerings. For example, not all homeowners can replace a broken sink or install a wireless network at home.
Consequently, Lowe's not only sells do-it-yourself material but also offers full service installation to go with it.
This user analysis becomes even more important in a cross-cultural context, when the same "global" offerings get used very differently. For example, when Disney opened a theme park near Paris, one of the many problems was customers' dissatisfaction with the waiting time in the food court. The wait was caused not primarily by a shortage of capacity (the number of visitors was much lower than anticipated in the first few years) but by the eating habits of most Europeans, who are used to eating a full lunch at noon rather than several snacks during the day.
Change the Role of the Payer. Managers have two options for changing the role of the payer:
Change what customers pay for (i.e., the price metric) or change the payer altogether.
In the first case, the challenge is to find price metrics that allow prices to vary automatically with value delivered, which keeps all customers within the "Price ≈Value" range. 34 General Electric (GE) used this approach to launch its GE90 aircraft engines, which promised greater fuel efficiency and power and therefore would be much more profitable to operate. The catch was a high degree of uncertainty about maintenance costs, which undermined GE's intention to capture a price premium. Rather than accepting a lower price, GE changed the price metric and offered "power by the hour," billing clients a fee per hour flown, which included scheduled and unscheduled maintenance.
Heating contracting serves as another good example. Traditionally, owners of office buildings would buy a heating system and maintain it over its lifetime. However, with service contracting innovation, the heating company does not sell the heating equipment to the owner but instead offers a guaranteed temperature all year around for a predefined rate. In the tourism industry, all-inclusive vacation re-sorts target customers who prefer to pay a fixed price for their entire stay instead of being charged for individual purchases. In professional services, some innovative consulting companies and law firms have moved away from charging by the hour or the day and instead charge fees according to the results of their work.
The second option for changing the role of the payor requires managers to move from an isolated firm-customer relationship toward a value constellation perspective. An example serves to illustrate how a firm can interest a third-party payer in an opportunity: A European disco targeting young people realized that its growth potential was limited because of the low purchasing power of its target segment and its lack of credibility in securing a location. Considering the larger value constellation, the disco realized that a major bank was targeting the same segment of younger consumers to build lifelong, loyal customers. The disco sold its entertainment services to the bank for a fixed fee, then the bank sold tickets exclusively in its branches at a steep discount. With the assistance of its credible partner, the disco no longer had a problem renting event locations. The guidelines and examples we offer to illustrate ways firms can develop inside-out servicelogic innovations focus on changing their own value creation through smart offerings, value integration, and value constellations.
Make Customers Smarter through Smarter Offerings. Creating "smart" offerings has always been a primary objective of innovation management. Yet the contribution of our approach for service-logic innovations lies in its inherent customer orientation, or more specifically, in asking how smart offerings might make customers smarter.
As our framework suggests, smart offerings can innovate the user's role, the buyer's role, and even the payer's role. For example, GPS systems shift the user's role by helping people find certain locations. The Web pages established by some retailers assist with the buyer's role, because they show the customer the nearest locations of the store. Telecommunications companies even help innovate the payer's role by calculating and applying the optimal plan according to the customer's monthly phone usage.
Integrate to Relieve or Enable Customers. Value integration represents a particular pattern of service-logic innovation that recognizes market offerings (products and services) cannot be defined by the provider but rather must be identified by the customer. Consequently, customers' perceptions about an offering do not pertain to "what it is" but to "what it does" in relation to their value co-creation. In general, offerings relieve customers from or enable them to do something. Most existing literature suggests that innovations are successful when they enable customers to co-create value, 37 but we find that servicelogic innovations also relieve customers from undesired activities. Opportunities for innovation thus exist for managers who can identify and understand the activities from which customers want relief. For example, American universities have recognized that many of their graduating students do not want to initiate contact directly with prospective employers on an individual basis. Consequently, they offer career placement services that relieve graduates from the responsibility of making initial contact with potential employers. Another example is Virgin Atlantic Airlines' offer of door-to-door service for its business class passengers, which relieves them of some of the inconveniences of driving to and from the airport.
In contrast, firms can often offer more to their customers by integrating less. Offering less integration can help spawn innovation by enabling customers to create more customized value for themselves.
Traditionally, the music industry has sold vinyl albums and CDs that combine a fixed selection of songs.
Newspapers combine news and stories and thereby preselect content for readers. Traditional computer manufacturers specify a range of models, produce them, and then sell them through retail stores. Instead, managers today can try to unlock this integration of resources and offer the customers disintegrated components, which enables them to co-create more individualized value. For example, customers can now buy individual songs on iTunes or compile their own playlists; readers can customize their news through RSS-feeders; and shoppers can build personalized computers on Dell's Web site.
Reconfigure Value Constellations Around Customers. Finally, managers should study threatening and opportunistic trends in their value constellation and search for ways to profit from these trends through inside-out service-logic innovations. One illustration is the newspaper industry, which faces many challenges. A growing young population that more often uses the Internet for news threatens a pillar of their revenue stream, namely, readers' subscription and single purchases. To target this young segment, several challenges must be addressed, including their preference for short paragraphs, their lack of time to read a full newspaper (user role), their unwillingness to pay for information (payer role), and their existing habits, which do not involve purchasing a newspaper (buyer role). Although this segment is hard to reach by traditional media, it still offers lucrative revenue opportunities. Recognizing these factors and the changes needed in the three customers' roles, a service-logic innovation has, of course, emerged. In major European and U.S. cities, free, quick-read newspapers are now available for commuters, many of whom are young. In Switzerland, for example, the newspaper 20 Minuten is distributed for free at train and bus stations and used by readers to inform themselves during their commute to work. 20 Minuten has changed the way customers use a newspaper (quick read, no long stories, no background information), how they acquire it (from train and bus stations or as "second readers" in trains and buses), and how they pay for it (free). The value constellation goes beyond a reader-publisher relationship and includes advertisers who cover the full costs of the paper, including its distribution. Buses and trains are the main distribution outlets, providing the space and time to read the paper. Thus, 20 Minuten offers one of the fullest illustrations of a service-logic innovation that is transforming the whole media industry landscape, yet traditional innovation theory would hardly recognize it as a discontinuous innovation.
An example of a technically more advanced reconfiguration pertains to remote surgery, or telesurgery. Remote surgery enables a doctor to perform surgery on a patient, even though they are not physically in the same location. This capability creates a new value constellation with many players, combining elements of robotics, cutting-edge communication technology, and facets of management information systems.
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CONCLUSION
We argue that all innovation is service-logic innovation. This challenge to traditional, attributebased views of innovation rests on the understanding that any innovation changes the way customers cocreate value with the firm. This new perspective overcomes an artificial distinction between product and service innovations. Furthermore, it facilitates a more customer-centric view of innovation rather than the traditional and limiting product-centric view.
body of service-logic literature. By looking outside-in, managers change customers' roles as users, buyers, and payers. By working inside-out, managers help customers became smarter through smarter offerings, by relieving or enabling them of certain co-creating activities, and by reconfiguring value constellations. Managers who understand these patterns of service-logic innovation can systematically and proactively explore new opportunities and, at the same time, anticipate competitive threats from competitors' innovations.
SIDEBAR: APPLYING THE SERVICE-LOGIC INNOVATION FRAMEWORK TO BUSINESS TRAVEL
We posit that managers should aim for a broad customer perspective rather than a more narrow, product-focused view when applying the framework introduced in this article. For the purpose of illustration, we suggest some questions a firm might ask itself to become more innovative in the business travel market.
User Payer Buyer
Smart Offerings Can we use the customer's mobile phone to make his or her stay more enjoyable?
Can we innovate our loyalty program with better price metrics to increase customer value and capture more of that value?
Can we use a GPSbased system to automatically reschedule missed flights, dispatch taxis, or suggest dining reservations?
Value Integration
Can we enable the customer to achieve his or her personal goal, such as losing weight while on business trips?
Can we enable the payer and buyer to incentivize the user to save money on business trips by sharing the savings with all of them?
Can we relieve the user from financing a business trip for the payer until the expenses are reimbursed?
Can we enable the buyer to make best use of the airlines' and hotels' yield management systems and loyalty programs?
Can we relieve the buyer from all routine tasks when making reservations and ticketing?
Value Constellation Can we connect the customer abroad with his or her family doctor or with alumni who happen to be in the same city?
Can we relieve the traveler from filling out an expense form by pooling all the data from the involved third parties?
Can we create a seamless reservation experience by improving communication among the buyer (manager's assistant), the user (business traveler), the payer (account department), and involved third parties?
